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INTRODUCING 
CHILDREN' TO LITERATURJ: 
"All the world ot literatur• 1a open to children and t.o thoae 
w~ -work with children. "I Peaple chooae l>ooka; or parts of book&, 
that aat1af'y the needs and 1ntereata ot ch1l•ren,: at varying le-ala 
ot development and gr~h. There 11 really no apec1al1zed body of 
literature tc, be known aa "ch114re11fa literature~. It 1s essential 
tor the adult who wanta to b• the agent. through whom ch1ldre-n come 
to knowand love literature te have an umeratanding ot childre~ 
their 1ntereat.a, neecta, t.houghta., d.eairea,and daily 11 .. ea. 
Booka tor ohilclren; are bridgea. Books can help the children 
creaa the wide apaoea or tear, ignorance and preJud1oe which often 
aeparate people ot d1trerent countr1•• and cultures. Booka, as 
bridges, cover the distance between the child• a immediate envirenm.ent 
&nd the remote corners ot the universe. Books can help the young 
reader travel trom the present time to the historical past •. Books 
o.an transcend the barriers ot child.hood and release the young 
reader's mind and spirit to roam the world. Since books are so 
important to all children, it 1s wise to ~~reduce children to 
literature when they are young. 
"Books cannot subatit\lte for living, but, when lif'e 1:Sc abaorb1·ng, 
y------· 
Miriam B. Huber, Story .~ !!!:!!. to~ OhildrenANew York, I955) ,,p.J. 
2 books : can enhance the sense of its significance." When life is,, 
difficult, .books· can give a momentary release from trouble or a~ 
new insight into problems, or provide rest and relaxation-as-needed •. 
Books give information·, ,comfort and pleasure for the people who· 
know how,to use them. 
"Children's books·make a center of interest for themselves in 
their words, ideas, characters, philosaphy; fun!t . nonsense and:, 
3 
beauty.'~ Books.,point the way to music; 'lrt, dancing, painting,, 
conversation, .and books help with the routine of a child's living 
a normal happy life. 
The annual output of Juvenile books alone · is '·tremendous~ •. 
Artists. writers and editors are making childrenJs books in partic-
ular more varied in content and more beautiful to look at •. In· 
order to choose good books for children, , adults must know·::hundreds 
of books in many subjects and these books~ virtues and limitations •. 
When .. possible, the adults should also know the children for whom 
the books are intended. "Adults who choose books for children should 
keep two facts in mind: a book is a poor book for children,, even:, 
when adults rate it a classic, if children are unable to read it 
4 
or are bored by its content." Stories of animals, families and advent-
ure are popular with children of all ages. Young readers find a sense 
2 
May Hill Arbuthnot, .Children and Books (New.·York, !947),p.2 •. 
3 
Annie Duff, .Bequest of Wings (New·,~York, !9471) • p. 97 ~ 
4 
Arbuthnot, p.}. 
3 
of emotional security if the members of the book family are bound 
together in love and loyalty. Animal and adventure stories provide 
pleasure •. 
Bes ides modern books about family life and animals, there a!!'e .·. 
many old books of all kinds in children's 11 terature as new· and· 
tresh and serviceable to-day as they were many years ago. A book's 
value to readers can not be Judged by its age. Many discarded books 
are reappearing in modern-·dress. Ma.ny or the authors widely read 
by children in the past were British. To-day many new., juvenile 
book writers are in the United States. There is also·a wide geog-
raphical range in the birth places of the men and women,· writers· 
w~o contribute to children's literature to-day. Crowded industrial 
oond1t1ona"and quiet rural communities are used as settings for 
many books, thus giving the reader more information. 
In the past, pioneer children were able to see at first handirn 
their areas some of the processes by which their food was grown .. They 
also saw the process of making shoes and clothes at home. The book 
must supply the information for the children of to-day. The schools 
thus substitute secondary sources of information tor the primary 
experiences of the pioneers' children. 
Before any child can read for itself, its literature beg1nstas 
it began for the race, through the child listening to songs -and 
stories. The pioneer mother sang or chanted songs and stories to 
the children •. 
The picture-book is another channel through which the spirit 
4 
may be fed, and another means of bringing the child into his own 
possession of the beauties that have been crystalized and made 
imperishable by the creative artistry or men •. The pictures in many 
'booka,. act as a"stimulus'' to the children to enjoy the art work 
of great painters. Some picture-books are funny and make the chiJ.d-
ren happy and laugh. Besides being beautiful and funny, the pict,ure-
'book can be"read 11 and enjoyed by very young children •. Many authorities 
believe the picture-book offers the :foundation for the enjoyment of 
literature in later years. Many children take possession of the 
pictures in their picture-books; these children :furnish their own 
private gallery with treasures that have no market value •.. By nature 
all children seem to know how to "look" at a picture-book, and adults 
should learn how to provide the correct picture-books with child-
intereat, appeal and with genuine quality in line and color. The 
innate ability of children to concentrate on pictures is a positive 
and constructive advantage that should be preserved and strengt~ened •. 
Children's literature in general is useful in reinforcing and 
active training of the young. 
Books ca.n serve to stimulate thought and 
release imagination, to deepen the sense of 
beauty and the senee of humor and the sense of 
wonder; to enlarge the sympathies, to increase 
understanding of human emotion and human behavior; 
and to demonstrate the operation of the moral . 
principles that give rise to the distinction 
between right and wrong in human conduct. 5 
r---·--"-·-" ------------
Annis Duff, Long_~~ Flight_ (New York,!955), p.15. 
5 
Fr1edr1oh Froebel thought language, such as that used 1n 
books, has two sides; 1t belongs both to the inner and outer world. 
Language 1s the expression of the human mind , as nature 1a the 
expression of the Divine Mind. The inner-most soul of man 1s con-
stantly moving lite; thus the attr1 but es and the phsn,arnena .ar 
life must bs revealed 1n human speeoh. All laws of the inner and 
outer world must be revealed and recorded 1n language. "Viewed 1n 
the study of nature, language 1s the study of energy lifted into 
life; viewed 1n the light of the study of man, 1t 1s the expression 
6 
or the human mind lifted into consciousness ... Children should be 
introduced to language, through literature, when they are youngo 
Froebel investigated the relation of the child's act1v1t1es 
in play to the growth of his mind and language use. 
There are two selves 1n every child; one 1s 
peculiar, arbitrary, capricious, different from all 
others, and very hostile to them, and 1s founded 
on short-sighted egotism; the other self 1s reason 
common to all human1ty,unself1sh and un1veraal, 
feeding on truth and beauty and holiness. 7 
The love of literature oan not be "taught"; 1t must bs 
"caught" by the individual ohild. Froebel found an educational 
value in every phase of the child's play, and 1n every obJeot that 
ehgagea its attention. The small child gradually learns the word 
to describe the general motions or a ball in action. Later the cH.ild 
.,.~------- ·-------- --·-- -- ... -------------
Friedrich' Froebel, The Education of Man (Boston, I899),p.2I2. 
7 
Ibid., p.VII. 
6 
pretends the ball is a dog, a eat, or some other animal or play-
,. mate. This phase takes the child into the realm of make-believe 
and the creative ability or the child dev,elopa. The child begins 
to imitate others. The emotional and social maturity of children 
has its own demands, and these demands must be recognized if the. 
children are to cultivate a love for literature that will bring 
them satisfaction as children and persist as satisfaction through-
out their entire lives. 
Each word in literatult"e is the product or· certain word elements. 
The word elements in their various combinations represent as in a:, 
picture, the natural objects, the forms of the mind and their re-
lations in accordance with their innermost nature and the personal 
or national view of them •. 
The elements of the words(visibly the letters) 
are therefore, by no means without life, forming by 
arbitrary or by accidental contiguity; but they 
designate originally and necessarily elementary notions 
having physical and psychical phases; they have a 
meaning, and in the formation or8words they obey the 
necessary laws or coordination. 
According to Froebel, religion, nature and language form an 
inseparable unity. Whatever is true of one of the three is rela-
tively true of the other two. Froebel was, in a peculiar sense, a 
religious teacher. He thought the greatest lesson or any school 
was self-help. He proposed to have each subject considered in a 
three-fold aspects first, as a form of lites second, as a form of 
Ibid • ., p •. 2I5. 
7 
beauty; and third,as a form of knowledge. 
Froebe! suggests that small children, whose fingers are too 
weak to hold. or guide a pen or pencil on paper, be taught to lay 
sticks in the forms ot letters. Since the child's name is the 
most important word for the child to know, the child should learn 
to form these letters first and arran~e them properly to spell its 
name. Cut-out letters or letters in any form could be used by the 
child. Since the child lacks strength and coordination in the hands, 
they can cut out pictures and not try to follow the outline of the 
picture. Froebel used pictures and stories to explain many tacts to 
children. He gives the shepherds· credit for the 11 invention or writing.~· 
The Germans loved music, and during the early nineteenth century, 
most of the children's poems or stories were chanted or sung to 
simple tunes. Froeoel wrote his book Mother-Fla:£ and Nursery-son,gl!! ··, 
in I8I6. Many of the songs in the book are written as poems in the 
books of children's literature to..oday. 
The greatest merit of Froebel'a system is to be found in the 
fact that it furnishes a deep philosophy for the teachers. For decades 
teachers leaned on his esthetic philosophy and perpetuated his dogmatic 
system. By I920, Froebel's rigidly prescribed regime gave way 
to a kindergarten centered in the child. Some sections·of Froebel's 
blue•print for the kindergarten environment,how9ver, are still vahid 
to-day. The mGdern kindergarten and primary grades still have the 
triendly,,welcoming atmosphere, sunshine, growing things a.nd 
many objects for the children to explore •. 
8 
John Dewey, another great educator, insisted that children 
should. experience their knowledge through construction, , creation-. 
and demonstration. Literature or any subJect means more to little 
oh1ldren_.wnen they can use the material. 
As: a part of this education:, children .can read bookst: about:: 
everyth1ng for everybody's sake. The main obJective of enc:ouraging 
children to read books on varied subjects is to help them see 
at an.early age s~me of the important facts around them~. Moat of 
the children's books·are designed to entertain young readers, but: 
these books are also designed to give children some qualities 
ror their minds and heart and imaginations. History, for example,. 
becomes real for the child through stories of heroes and adventure. 
Children grasp the meaning of books to a greater degree if 
they are given uses for the facts in the books. This paper is: 
designed to help t~c adult suggest ways to children to use the 
facts gathered from reading books. A few books where certain facts 
needed in the suggestions. may be found are included. Since th~ 
lists are brief and only samples~ the adult may want to use different 
books or add more books to the lists. 
Because of the varied abilities and interests of individual 
children , th'e lists usually contain titles of books. graded from 
the simple picture-book to the more difficult reading book. Most 
children will choose what interests them and what they can under-
stand. Adults must make their own evaluations of their readers' 
ab1·lities and use books accordingly. Some of the suggested books .. 
are graded for children older than the kindergarten and primary 
grades,, but since some children need a cpallenge in· their readiilg_1 
material,. these books were included with this challenge in mind •. 
9 
This paper has been divided into several sections to co\Ter some 
of the larger divisions of children's literature from the earliest 
stories and books for children to the present day. Each section 
has its own introduction to explain its importance in children!,s · 
literature. Since each' s.ection is important,, a few suggestions for 
introducing the literature or the section to the children are·macle. 
Any literature should be introduced to the child. in a meaningful \My •. 
This approach will create more interest,. enjoyment and alH> will 
create a desire to read more books for pleasure and knowledge •. 
JJIIMALS , 
AND 
HKROES 
I 
I 
IO. 
ANI1"1ALS, , ADVENTURE AND HEROES 
Stories' about animals, adventures and heroes are among the 
oldest., best loved and most popular stories in ch1ldren1s lit~ 
erature. Most animals appeal to children,.espec1:ally the ones 
which can be domesticated. Some animals are devoted pets and 
they are loved by· their 11 ttle owners. "Children enjoy stories-
about all animals, pets and birds, and th'ey show preference for 
I 
stories about live things rather than what is not alive." 
Animal stories date back to some of the first stories, and 
many were written for the purpose of instruction~ One collection 
comes from India. This collection, known as the Jatakas , tells 
or Buddha's rebirths in th·e forms of animals, a.nd each· story 
contains a lesson which Buddha tried to teach his followers. 
"The earliest story from the old world. is The Kid wh·o Would 
!.2!:, Go which, 1n its original form, dates back to early ·Hebrew · 
2 
translation.~ Some old world animal stories have appeared 1n-
var1ous disguises in dif'f'erent nations·, but all bear evidence of 
the same source. Most of the early animal stories attribute human 
pow-era to the brute world. 
Children have various reasons for enj oy1ng animal stories .• One .. 
reason may be the beautiful realistic pictures wh1ch are 
I 
2 
Carolyn Bailey, Firelight Stories (Springfield, Mass,,I924),p.8. 
usually found in the animal story books for y01Jnger children. 
A survey was made in 1935, by Jeanette G. Morrison, to learn 
what interested children the most in animal stories and animal 
pictures. 
"Many answers consisted merely of some favorable adjectives. 
'Pretty~' 'nice,' 'soft' and 'cute' seemed to be the standard 
descriptive words in the children's vocabulary. The less 
frequently used adjectives were 'sweet,' 'beautiful,' 'good.' 
3 
'interesting,' 'neat' and 'attractive.' 11 ., 
Ir 
The story interest was another attraction frequently mentioned 
DJ t-he primary-grade children as a reason for choosing certain 
books. The story or text should be good enough to hold the child's 
interest without pictures. A little book may contain only one 
page of print, but it should have style and sense in that one 
page of words. It is very important to consider the artistic 
element and quality of the book also, when one is considering the 
story interest. 
Some writers believe literature for children is the most 
difficult art to master, since the narrative will not stand im-
itation. Literature for children must be simple and natural. 
The language and meaning must be easily understood by children. 
As a rule, animal stories are easy for children to understand, 
especially, if the text is simple and the stories are well il-
lustrated. 
-~~-------~------~-------..... ~-~---------~--------------~-----3 
J. G. Morrison, Chi1e1ren' a Pref~re!!.£~ ~ ~· {ghi~ago, 
I2: 
Well-illustrated animal stories are enjoyed by the child whQ 
baa reading difficulties. Some "dull" children attempting to ::-e~d. 
r•r themselves, find difficulty in language and complex ideas 
aerious handicaps to their comprehension of some stories. The 
reading interests of "dull" children,or children with reading 
ditticulties, are increased by simple animal stories that the child 
ean understand •. 
Animals are so familiar to the child in°everyda.y life , that 
they are a part of the child's experiences. Most children have 
aeen::1many kinds of animals by the time they start to school. A 
visit to a zoo or a farm that will give children "first-hand" exper-
;.i 
iences with real animals is another reason for the popularity of 
animal stories among children in the primary grades. 
Children love pets. The pets usually return the love through 
loyalty and devotion. Children may lavish their affections on ar. 
animal, sometimes as a substitute, when human love is not a.vail-
aele to the child •. 
Animal stories in children•s literature serves many purposes 
in the school-room and everyday life. Books about animals and pete 
read by children may create a desire for more information abou~ 
~he subject, and as a result,~ore research in reference books may 
follow. 
Since most animal stories are fairly easy to read, They im-
prove the young reader's reading skills and also his understanding 
I3 
:,r animals. All books of so-called factual information, . should 
._:true, attractive and entertaining, if they are to motivate the 
d)l~ld for doing extensive research. 
Some adults obJect to "talking "animals. "Children a.re not 
1 o rigidly habituated to th~Ldistinations ~hat grown"!'ups:- make 
between what is probable and possible, !:1.lld what is inconceivablt' 
and contrary to reason. Children possess the faculty of imaginat-
ion that makes room for miracles, perhaps because the marvelous-
4 
novelty of the world and of living has not worn-off." 
Most children enjoy reading adventure stories. "The kinda ·of 
booka children read most are; adventure in which·some one or some-
thing struggles:: against odds; ; romance and home and community 
situations met in a novel or very mysterious way." 
5 
Stories about wild animals defending their mates or their 
little ones are interesting and appealing to children. Children 
learn how much the wild animals depend on thamselves for security, 
safety and survival, during storms and long, cold winters. Children 
learn to be kind to animals and also,~ow the animal is kind to mar.. 
The young child's first book heroes must be creatures of 
action. They must do some deed courageously and achieve recog-
nition for accomplishments. Adventure tales or stories with lots 
Annis Duff,.Begueat of Wings (New York, ,I944),p •. I72. 
5 
Genny L •. Green, Reading for Fun (Boston, I925), ,p.33. 
I4 
\•, 
ot action or career stories are also popular with older children. 
Oh1ldren want their heroes or heroines to make some sacrifices 
tor worthy causes. The children like for the main characters to 
ilil:»lYe ordinary problems in unusual ways. Mystery is also a part of 
,lflat children wish for in their adventure stories. 
Animal, adventure and hero stories, introduced to children 
through games, crosswli:>rd puzzles, posters and many forms of compet-
.>ve. exercises~ will become meaningful to children. Perhaps 
,.;.•, 
auoh activities will cause children to read more books. 

THE_MELLO:PS· STRIKE_OIL 
Written by Tom Ungerer 
Pictures by Tom Ungerer 
New Yorks Harpers and Brothers 
Copyright, I958. 
I5 
The Mellons Strike Oil is a story for the younger children •. 
It has seven important characters in the story. They are Mother 
and Papa Mellops, ,their four sons and a dog. The story tftlls how 
the family decide to.drill for oil, but trouble develops immediately, 
when they realize they do not know how.to set the equipment. A 
forest fire breaks out,~nd they all go to help fight it,, and 
when they return home, .they are so tired they decide to give up 
the oil drilling project. The story indicates the characters are 
humans but the pictures depict them as pigs. The pictures g1Vft 
minute details and add to the enjoyment of the story. Since the 
pictures tell more about the story than the words, .this is an 
ideal book for little children. The Mellops Strike 011 iF:i a tyue 
of adventure story , and since the author is interested in geology, .. 
it is Aa\d the book is true in its facts •. 

A PAGl!; FOR THE F'AVORITE STORY SCRAPBOOK 
GOODBYE BUNNY BANGS 
written by Dorothea Dana 
Pictures by Dorotnea Dana 
Published by Abelard Schuman 
New Yorks· !956. , 
!6 
Goodbye BQnni Bangs is~ ctory about a little boy, Dean, and 
hls sistt"lr, Delia •. As the story beginsi.the children are picking 
strawberrie& for their breakfast. It is June. I1he ch1ldren hear 1f 
dog bark~ .It is their dog, Poogle~ Late in the a~ternoon th~~ 
find Foogle w1 th a 11 ttle injured rabbtt'. The children keep tht"l 
llttlt"l rabbit and feed it with a medicine dropper. They named the 
rabbit Mr. Bunny Bane;s, .but he was not like other rabbits •. He would 
not ~at carrots, lettuce or apples, but one day he ate th~ petals 
off a birthday bouquetof daisies~ Mrsi Davis thbught her bouquet 
looked like bachelor buttons instead of daisies •. Bunny Bangs grew 
up, ,and the children took him to the field and turned him lonse 
so he could live like the other wild rabbits •. He returned the 
next day to the home of his friends and 11ved in their Barden •. 
Dean and Della. played with Bunny Bangs , and he remained their pet. 
7 
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STORIES OF THE CROSSWORD PUZZLE ANIMALS 
Barr, C'latherine. Little_ Ben·. New York: Walck, I960. 
(beaver) 
Bnadbury, Bianca. Muggins. New .York: Houghton·- I960. 
(cat) 
I7 
Bennett, Rainey. The 8ecret Hid!.!!6 .Place. New Yorks Lippincott, 1:959. 
(hippo) ~ 
Colby, ;Joan-. Dixie of Dover. 
(dog} 
Bostons Little, !958. 
Crowley, Maude. ?ringle and th_! Lavendar Goat. New York: Wal~k, I960. 
(goat) 
Daugherty, James •. And,X and the Lion • . New ,Yorks Viking, 1957, •. 
(lion} 
Hogan, Inez. i1~lllli' See, MQ..?]:ls,!Y 12.~· ~ow torkt :>utton, I960. 
(monkey) 
Ipga.n. Dahlov. (Zorach). Q!l~ H<'?..!::.~ ::_~. New '(ork: Doubleday, I950. 
(horse, 
Justus, May •. Lester and His Hound Pun. New York: Haat:lnrs, I95ff~ (pup) - -- --- --= ~ 
Leaf, Munro •. Story of Ferdinand. New ,Yorks Viking. !936 •. (bull) - - --·- • 
Udry, fanice. )annx's Pig •. New Yorks Lathrop,,!960. 
(pig) 
~Natson, J. w •. Smokey the Bear, New Yorki Golden Press, I960. 
(bear) 
Weise, Kurt. Happx Easter. New York: Harcourt, I952. 
(rabbit) 
INCREA.Sjj; 
RABBIT 
rs-
A RABBIT POSTER FOR EASTER 
Since rabbits and Easter are usually associated, the littl~~ 
rabbits on the hill are reading stories about rabbits .. It suggests: 
to the children that there are many good.interesting storles about 
rabbits for the children to read, 
Here are a few suggestions; 
Bla.1edell, Frances. Bunn;z: Rabbit's D~a:a_.New York: Little Brcwn~I960. 
Brown, Margaret. The Runaway Bunny. New York, Harper, I942. 
Carroll, Ruth. Where's the Bunny? New York: Walck, I959. 
Dana, Dorothea. Good-bye BunD.Y. Bangs. New York# Abelard, . I956. 
Lawson, Robert .. Rabbit Hill. New York: Viking, 195g. 
Marckvia, Mirielle. Jannot: ~ French Rabbit. New York: Lippincott ,,I9-S9-•. 
McOready, T. L •• Incraaae Rabbit •. New Yorks: Ariel, I958~ 
Simoni,ijarc. The Loveu_ Summer. New ·cork: Harper, I95'2i 
Steiner, Charlotte. G2£<!_D~~. Whicl;>Way? New York: Knopf, I960. 
Wiese, .Kurt. [a}2.P_y Easter., New. tork, Viking, .I960 •. 

I9 
FOR~IGN, FAMILY AND u.s •. STORIES 
Children enjoy stories about foreign lands, families and the 
United States. Stories help to explain to children eome of the 
inconsistencies found in the world to-day. Children may hear 
adults talk about equality for all, but the children may observe 
discrimination taking place among different races in various 
places. Children may vii:,w pictures of poverty on the television· 
screen, and in the next program, hear discussions of surpluses • The 
children hear politicians advocate peace at home and abroad, but 
many children have fathers or brothers;. wno have been drafted to 
prepare for war •. All of these facts,when observed by children~ 
cause them to wonder and ask questions. Books can give the child 
many answers to his questions. Children who read many books nave a 
better understanding of people and conditions in foreign lands 
and the United States. 
Social growth comes with experience, but for many children, 
this experience is limited. Where experiences are limited, .books 
and stories furnish the child avenues of opportunities,· for in-
direct contact with individuals of different ethnic, religious~ 
racial and socio-economic groups •. Books and stories point out the 
various characteristics of different cultures •. Books describe 
the modes and customs of our foreign neighbors. Books throug~'-
numerous types -·of stories, make the child's environment seem more 
exciting and interesting •. 
Adults should encourage childr:.en to read. Many visual aids 
will increase a ch1ld's experiences and motivate him to read more. 
Oh'ildren desire to learn facts, though they are struggling with 
the fundamentals or learning to read and write. Literature 
should be introduced to children during the early periods of 
learning. The reading abilities of children will vary with their 
motivations and maturity. Kipling made a remark that there are 
nine and sixty ways of teaching a child to read and all of them 
are right ways. Since learning to read is so important to every 
child, any method that will improve the reading ability should 
be used. Adults should show an interest in the child's needs and 
interest him. A trip to a public library or used-book store 
could provide free books or low-cost books for the child to use. 
The trip should be a pleasant experience for the child and' Ur~ 
spire him to read more. Reading should not be condensed into a 
science, but it should be enjoyed by children and a love of it, 
for its oa sake, should be cultivated. 
"A I genuine child s book is as little like a book for grown 
1 
people cut down, as the child himself is like a little old man."· 
The old-fashioned stories of children's literature represent more 
than yellowed pages and crude, tiny wood-cuts since they stand tor 
the personal efforts of men and women of long ago. Some of the 
old-fashioned books are the basis of our history books and the 
------------------------------------------------- ·----------1 
Montrose J. Moses, Childre~ Books~ ~adins. (New York,1907), p.6. 
2I 
beginning of our vast supply of children's literature to-day. 
Children's books are designed for the child to-day. Research and 
experience has changed the design, but the content in many respects, 
may be very similar to the old-fashioned stories and tales. 
Discussions of hobbies, science, current events and art, and 
industry create a desire in children to read more extensively. No 
matter how interesting children find books that tell about the 
resources these children use every-day, they enjoy and want books 
and stories that help them know and understand the workers who 
transform the resources into useful articles and finally transfer 
the articles to the children's own doors. 
"Children also like stories with a plot that acquaints them 
with life in various parts of the world, by telling what happen~~ 
2 
to interesting people." Children's books supply delightful 
pictures of family life and friendships in the United States and 
foreign lands. Many books for children introduce romantic love, 
with sufficient emotional a.nd child-interest appeal to command 
the respect or young readers and keep them reading. "In children's 
3 
literature romance begins early but remains impersonal." The 
books children usually choose to read are the books which they 
understand, which are attractive, interesting and which satisfy 
their needs. 
2 
Jenny L. Green, Reading for Fun. (Boston, 1925), p •. 59 •. 
3 
May H •. Arbuthnot, Children and Books. (New York, 1947), p •. 5. 
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The need t.o a.d.orn, to make beautiful and to enjoy beauty, ?ore 
other human needs that books can .help f 111 for children.. 'rhe sense 
of beauty expands through literature~to include art, expre::rnlvcL 
dancing, music and painting. The aesthetic sense is best satisfied 
by literature which reveals the fresh significance of life. 
Children prefer variety in their literature. Some children 
enjoy stories having grown people for the main characters in the 
story. Children believe grown~ups know a lot of facts and ideas 
children want to know and read about. Most children enjoy reading 
about the adventures and exciting experiences of adults •. 
As to the children's own age group ,the younger children 
( primary-grade age) are not members of "peer" groups or "gangs,~, 
but they want to 11 belong." ·rheir family and playmates serve this: 
need in real life. · Children enjoy stories of families, and some-
times the children identify themselves as "belonging" to the story-
book family •. rhrough literature, the child ·gains a keener sense of 
responsibility and a clearer understanding of friendsh1ps and loyalty. 
To-day,there are many stories of foreign.families living in. 
the United States. Children may realize that.they are living next-
door to a foreign family. If the child has met the family as, 
a story-book "family, 1; their foreign neighbors will not seem 
"different" to the child. 
To summarize: 
4 
It is important that when we give children 
books about peoples of other races, creeds, or 
nations, they should be honestly ~nd pppeal1ng•-
ly represented. Such books should not be little 
fictionalized tracts on intercultural or inter-
national relationships but good stories, so ab-
sorbing and so winning that the reader thinks of 
himself in terms of the hero or heroine. 4 
!J21!!., p. 6. 
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ANAGRAMS 
Ch1 ldr~n ~nJ oy )lay int; a gam~ in which they compete 
in·forrning words or designA ugir..~ t.he letters in a lone; word or 
name. In the ,x~m:::-le, the last n?..me cf G~orge ·;;R.sh1ngton was used 
and th1e letters used to form two '.iesic;r.s. :::hi li'lr~n sh'ould read 
stories about '.11s.torical figures and chooAe long words or narn.es for 
their anat5ram ~ame. Chlld!'en can us~ letti,rs cut !'l"0'.1'J 011 rnac;azines 
or newspapers, alph~bet maoaro~ ~r alph~bet breakfast food. 
Here Rre a few suggested stories for ch1ldren to read; 
Hodge':\, valtesr. Jolumbus Sails. New York: G'oward-M:cCann., I939. 
(Ch~1stoph~r ColurnbuaJ 
Judson, 'J. Abratam Lincoln. !riend of the Feoi:,le. New fork; 'tiilcox,I9E•J. (Abraham Lincoln)- - ---- -- -- --.a..- -
Judson, O. Georp;e Washir.gt on, .• eader o .' the Feor,le. New ~orkn.'ilc ox, 1952. 
(George Washington) 
Judson,C •. Thomas Jefferson,Charn-ojon of the Peoi:,1e •. iJew YorkfWil~ox,~952. 
(Thoma.8' Jefferson ----
Lofting, .Hut:5h. The Story Q[ Doctor Dali t tle. New.· York :Lippincott,, I 920. 
(Doctor ~olittfeY 
Fotter, Edna. 8hristopher Columbus. N~w fork$ Oxford, I932. 
(Christopher Columbuo) 
Steele, 'tlilliam. 0an1el Boone's Echo. New 'iorki Harcourt,. 1959 •. 
(Christopher Columbus) 
Sanburg,,Carl • . Abe Lincoln Grows t12_ •. New York: Harcourt,,1940. 
(Abraham Lineal~ 

A.FEATHER FOR YOUR HAT 
Children enjoy competition. Give each child, a square piece 
or colored· construction paper and show !ach me how ':.O fold a 
"hat •. " (Example on opposite page) Ask the children to read stori·es 
about the Indians-. Cut "feathers" from the scraps of cOnatiruction 
paper and let each ch1ld print the title of an: Indian story he read 
on a .. feather, n and put it ir, h1s "hat. 11 As the ch1ldren read mol"e 
Indian stories they accumulate more ttreath'ers .'' 
Suggestions for Indian stories; 
Armer, Laura. Waterless Mountain. New Yorkt Longmans, I93I. 
(Navajo Indians) 
Bronson,., Lynn. Coyote Kid. New Yorks ~ippinoott. I95I. 
Paiute Indians) 
Brook, ,E;mma •. One Little Indian Boy. New York, Knopf, I950. 
(Taos "Indians J 
Clark, ,Ann .N ••. In My Mother's House •. New,York: Viking, .I94I •. 
( Tewa:, Indians) 
Clark, Ann· .N ... Little Nava,lo Bluebird •. New lorkr Viking, I943. 
(Nava'jo Indians) 
Emerson~ Caroline •. Indian Hunting Grounds.New Yorks Lippincott, I938. 
(Various Indian tribes) 
Forsee,Aylesa. The Whirly ~ird. New York: Lippincott, I955. 
(Nava·;Jo Itldiansr 
Heiderstadt . , Dorothy. A Bow ·f'2r. Turtle. Ne\'1 York, McKay, I956. 
(Pawnee Indians) 
Lenski, Lois. Little Sioux. Girl.New York: Lippincott, I958. (Sioux:-·Indian) 
Sharpe,Edith. Nkwalia. Boston1 Little Brown, I958~ 
(Spokans Indiana) 
Cartocraft Desk Outline Map, United States. No. 700 I 
~!.' 
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BULLETIN BOARD~ 
REGIONAL STORIES OF THE UNITED STATES 
The ohildren read regional stories of the United States and 
make annotated reporta.,.Place a large United States map-on the 
'bulletin board and. ask eaoh chila. to read books or ditferents region& 
ot the United Stat.es and "taok" the annotated report to the reg1.on 
ot the story •. 
Here are a few suggestions: 
Behn-, Harry. The Painted Cave. New Yorks Harcourt, I957. 
(Southwest) 
De Angel1, Marguerite. TI!!.e, Hannah\; New Yorks Doubleday, !940. 
(Philadelphia) 
Eberle r Irmengarde. The Very Good Nei5hbors.· _New Yorks L1pp1noott:.,I959. 
(TexasJ 
Hayes, Florence. Skid. New Yorks Houghton Mifflin, I947:. 
(Georgia and ConnectTcut) 
Lambert, .Clara. The Story 2f. Alaska. New YorkJ Harpersj I940. 
(AlaskaJ 
Lenski, Lois •. Strawberry~. New York, Lippincott , !945. (Florida) 
Moon, Grace. Ch1...Woo1· New Yorks Doubleday, I925. (American desert) 
Newell, Hope. Steppin·!.!!9, Family•· New Yorks Harpers , I942. (Harlem) 
Sawyer, Ruth. Ma5gie-1!2.!e• New Yorks Harpers~ I952. (MairieJ 
Weise, Edna. Ttuly Elizabeth~ Bostons Houghton•M1ffl1n, I957. (Vermontc) 
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A COLOR WHE.i!.:L OF STORY- TITLES 
Many stories for' children have a color in the t,itl<3 •. Ask the. 
children to find as many little stories as they can,, with a color 
mentioned in the title •. After the child reports on a story,, put the 
title on a color circle as suggested in the title, ,and thumb-tack 
to a. 18.)'ri:.e board to represent the color h- 1 · ~ 1 ~ w ee • .,..ny co crs may be uced ... 
Here.are a few suggestions;: 
Bishop •. Claire.~ SQring Farm. New York~ Viking. I948. 
Bright, Robert. ··1.Y_ Red Umbrella. New York: Morrow;- I 9:39. 
Cheney~ Cora. The Doll of Lilac Vallei. New Yorkr Knopf, I955. 
Johnson, H. Harold and the P.urple Crayon. New Yorki Harper, I 9' ::. 
Lenski, Lois. Blue Ridge Billy. 'New Yorki Lippincott, 1946~ 
Lindman,. D. Snipp,Snapp, ~r,and tha Yellow Sled.brew Yorks Whittlesey, 
·1959. 
Lindqt1iet, Jenny. The Golden Name Day. New fork: Harper, !955. 
Otto,Mar~aret.The Little Brown HQ.r.!Le.New-. York:Random, I959. 
N Y k • H· U""hton roi::s Seidlin,. Oskar, and Senta Rypins. -~n WagQill!_. ew or • 1 ~ c , ~-:.J-e 
Todd, .. Ruthven. Tan's E_ish~ New Yorks Little, 1958. 
Wh1te, Dale. !h.! White Stag. ~ew York: Viking, I959. 
i 
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MOI'HER GOOSE,,FAIRY TALES AND PICrURE BOOKS 
This section of Mother Goose literature, fairy tales and the 
picture-book could be included in other sections of this paper, but 
they are very important in :children:• s 11 terature and deserve a; 
aect1o?¥ by themselves. 
Many of the separate Mother Goose rhymes have been traced back 
to their sources in popular ballad£; folk games, folk songs ancient 
proverbs, political satire and riddles. 
The name Mother ~e was first ueed in print by Charles 
Perrault as a sub-tit.le for his collection of eight French nursery 
tales which he published in I697. The title.Conte de la Mere L'Ove 
---- ~~ 
waij used in ,..ranee to denote any fabulous tale or nursery tal,. 
Perrault's collection was translated into Engl~sh about I729' •. 
John Newbery, the famous publisher of chlldren'a books at 
Saint Paul's Churchyard, London, published a collection entitled 
Mother ~™' s Melody , . about I765. From this date on, the tltla 
Mo~h~ ~~ became attached wholly to children's songs and rhymes. 
The old lady, Mother Goose, was transformed for all time from a 
French·peaeant telling French tales· to young and old, to an·Engl1sh' 
grandam or nurse ·singing old English songs to her infant charges •. 
There were fifty-two rhymes in Newbery'e original edition, and 
at least thirty-three of them remain very familiar to-day. Most of 
the rhymes are quite short, usually four to eight lines each' •. Newbery 
used a crude little wood-cut or picture for each rhyme. , but~ 
the pictures achieve a surprising clearness and a story-telling 
quality which· is quite pleasing. 
"One of the most surprising things about this old·collection. 
is the introduction at the end or sixteen selections of William·, 
Shakespea.re."1 Thus Mother Goos.e, in her first appearance in 
verse rorm in the English nursery, has the great distinction of 
appsaring side by side, with one of England's greatest poets. 
Our modern M.2.!J:!!.r Goose rhymes. date from G~r Gurton1 s·· 
Garland, collected by Joseph Ritson and published about I7ff4.Ritson'a 
collection contained one hundred and thirty~sixrhtmes, and we are 
indebted to him for the addition of many rhymes current to-day. There 
are more than four hundred rhymes in the present day Mo~er Goose 
collections, but many of them are very similar. 
Perhaps ·one reason for the great popularity of Moth!r GQ.91!.~ 
books among children, .lies in their beautiful. colors~and very gay 
pictures. Most children enjoy these features in any book •. 
I 
2 
The very first books ror very little children 
should not take things for granted, ,should not try 
to stimulate the imagination, but should give good 
pictures of this little new~found world where all 
is in itself fresh and marvelous and beautiful 
pictures on which the tiny child can exercise in, 
imagination and use the ~ew-found art of speech by 
calling things by name •. 
The child seems to find a myster'd.ous joy in recognizing,, on: 
-------·· -· - - ~ -- - ·-------· .. 
Annie Moore, ,L.!_terat_ur(! Old and New for Q_hi!_dren(.Bost.on,l924) ,, p.I5. 
May Becker, ,First Adven.~~r..!s in Reag,i!l..S (New York,I926).p.I9 •. 
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the printed page,,something he has experienced before •. Adults must 
choose the first books for children very carefully. Choose books: 
designed to strengthen the innate ability of normal, healthy ohlld• 
ren to concentrate on the pictures or the content of the book •. G~ve 
the child the opportunity to reproduce the piotures,he admires tm 
his own creative way. Children associate the pietures they see wlth 
their own experiences •. 
"rolk tales" and "fairy tales,~ to speak of the next categories., 
are very similar,, and frequently the term !fil tale includes both •. 
We are using the fairy tale in a separate section in this paper, be-
cause of its popularity and importance in children's literature •. Most 
children enjoy the fairy tales from their "listening" and 11 picture" 
age, . through later years when they read the stories for themselves •. 
The term fair...!_ was borrowed from the French language. The orig-
inal word faerie was.used to designate the mysterd.ous abode or' 
country of super-natural creatures •. Lat~r, th~ term f'airies 0 referred 
to all those women who had to do with enchantments and charmr and 
knew the power and the virtue of words, stories and herbs. 
Much later, the term fair.I, was used to include both the kingkiom 
and the inhabitants of fairy•land •. Chaucer used the term in its" 
double sense in some of hio poetry. 
Great beauty and enduring valueo exist in many fairy tales. 
They show life as it ia,.birth at the beginning and death at the end. 
and a whimsical mixture ot laughter and tears in between.;.All child-
3I~ 
ren should know that death is the inevitable, the logical, the &d-
venturous end of living. Children should realize that no human being 
oan understand what comes after death, but it is also necessary to 
create out of one's life some quality worthy of survival •. Fairy 
tales teach children that there are both natural and super-natural 
things that even man with his intelligence and scientific knowledge 
can not explain •. 
Medieval romances furnished the beautiful fairy maidens 0 and queens, 
partly human,: but endowed with the super-natural powers,,.of magic •. 
The complex group of ideas identified with the fairy-folk have many 
other origins;.and some are historically authentic. When the Chris:tian 
religion superceded that of the Norsemen,. the heroic figures became 
obscure and later became"fairy creatures.~ Their episodes, though 
true, became a part of the tales •. 
Many great English writers were influenced by the fairies •. 
The people of the Hills 1 helped or hindered,. 
in every kind of work in house,farm or market; 
they were skilled in all the practical arts,such 
as spinning, weaving and working in metals; the 
fairy shoe-maker or leprechaun in particular is 
a picturesque and important +'1,.,.ur, ,for shoes and 
boots seem to have been especially fraught wu.h· 
magic. 3 
Careful observation by adults will reveal that the favorite book 
shelves of childre~, a.re usually the shelves where the books or 
fairy tales are round. It is·· a wonderful eAperience for some 
3'' _____ ... 
Annie Moore, .Literatur!_ Old and New for Children (Boston,1924) ,p.49. 
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children to live with the fairy-tale characters,so potent with 
magic and cha.rm. Fairy tales furnish a means of i'change'' or "escape11 
for the child. They supply the child with excitement, inspiration 
and laughter, which relieve tension. The fairy tales are usually 
the child's first introduction to adventure and mystery stories. 
Adults should not assume that because fairy tales are not 11tera~lY 
true, beyond any possible error, doubt or suepicion,.<:tccording to 
their own knowledge and experience, that the fairy tales are lacking 
in any element of truth and are told only to mislead and corrupt. 
"Fairy tales include the folk tales that were devised by our 
far-off ancestors, people without benefit of science or theology, 
to explain the source of life, the nature of the universe,. the 
4 
vagarie~ ·of the elements and the complexities of the human animal •. '' 
Children are not so rigidly habituated as to the distinctions 
that grown-ups make as to what is probable and possible as are 
adults •. and what is inconceivable and contrary to reason. Children 
possess the faculty of imagination that makes room for miracles,, be-
cause the marvelous novelty of living has not left them •. 
Every child needs a way to "escape" sometimes, ,and fairy tales 
offer to the child a "world apart" from the world of reality where 
the child finds existence boring. Children can exercise their vivid 
imaginations and indulge in fantasy through the stories ~f fairy -
land. Many characters in fairy-land behave as real people behave •. 
4-··· - ·--· -· ---------·--
Annis Duff, Begue~t 9_f 1t!_ings (New York, I944), . -o. I7I. 
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Some have high principles; some follow eviJ ways; some have kindly 
dispositions while others are mean. Some characters love adventure, 
others prefer to remain·at home and live quiet lives. Fairy tale 
characters may be strong or weak, honest or dishonest, sad or 
happy; intelligent or moronic. In .fairy tales, eaoh type with U1e 
aotior .that represents it is brought to life. 
Ch1ldren are not likely to develop unfriendly attit,udes toward 
people they know, Just by reading about the wicked fairy tale variety. 
The characters in fairy tales are forceful types , and un.~ess a real 
person ·showed the same intrinsic qualities, there would. be no 
reason for children associating the two. Most children are influenced 
much more by personalities than bf association of ideas. Moat 
• 
children.use common sense and do not let the romantic ldeas th~y read 
about in fairy tales interfere with their own personal .relations. 
Hans ,Chl"iaten Andersen:, a fa, ort te fairy ·tales, author· of many 
childrenf. does not twist things away from their natural direction 
ir. order to bring about a happy ending. Ch1ldren feel __ a dignity and 
tran~uility in Andersen's rounded episodes and charming c~aractera~ 
Killing is not a healthy bua1:ness 0;. nor considered a good s1.,1bject 1n 
childrerr's literature,,but.since it happens 1 ,perhaps it 1s good tor 
children to read about ki~ling in' fairy tales~.Some authorities be-
lieve the matter-of-fact way that Andersen's, characters dis'Pose of 
their enemies in·h1o stories tend to "condition" th~ children to 
w1 thstand the ehock of hearing and reading ... he accounts of t'!"ie 
massacres th~t people indulge in to-day~. 
34 
Hans Christian Andersen's stories mark the transition from 
pure folk tales to fairy tales for children •. A study of his stories 
will reveal some of the developments made in children's 11 terat.t1re 
during the past two hundred years •. Andersen replaced the accepted 
written adult language with free unrestrained language of conversat-
ion. He changed the rigid forms of expressions in the folk tales 
for a language the child could understand and enjoy in his fairy tales. 
Andersenrs stories are original and show great 
variety including such different types as the 
ancedotal accounts of minor episodes of everyday 
J ife; fine spun tales of inanimate objects· and. 
humble creatures of the animal world receive real 
personalities; short realistic stories; talescof 
pure fancy; and the longer tales gr novelettea-, 
carrying the flavor of romance •. 
Children are a part of this world, and it does not help them.: to 
draw a veil over the unpleasant aspects of it. Andersen·does not 
make the tragedy in his stories shocking. He is gentle and patient 
in teaching children that life does not always have all happy 
episodes. His stories are well proportioned between sadness and 
happiness. 
Mother ~e b:ooks, fairy-tales and picture-booka, all, have 
their place in the scheme of introducing children to books and 
literature •. These works should be a part of the literature program, 
and they should be used in ways that are interesting and enjoyable 
to the children. 
5 
Montrose Moses, . Children I s Books and Reading_ (New York, I907}, p. 2I 6. 
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MOTHER GOOSE 
A Mother Goos~ display is suggest8d for the unH. It ls very 
colorful and the chtldren will learn to associate t,he obje:Jts-
with corresponding Mother Goose_cha.racters .. 
Here are a few suggestionss 
BOok 
"Mary had a little lamb" 
Clock 
".tHckory-dickory, dock'' 
Fiddle 
ttA cat came f,iddlit.' '' 
Heart 
"·the Q.ueen of Hsarta 0 
Horr:. 
~Little Bey Blue" 
Pipe 
"Torr, Tom, th~ piper 1 s--so~1 
Pumpkin 
"Peter, Peter, pumpkir, eat'in '"' 
Shoe 
"There was an old woman'' 
Staff 
"Little Bo-peep0 
Stick-horse 
Ride a cock-horse" 

MOTHER GOOSE FLASH ~ARDS 
Cut out pictures of Mother Goose characters 1 and paste them 
on the backs of note cards. The ttflash card" game is played by 
placing all cards,,faae or picture side down,~nd asking one of 
the children to choose on~ card and hold it up for the rest of 
the children to see and identify •. The first child, to recognize, 
the character, replaces the first chlld and chooses another card.,, 
and the game continues. 
Suggested rhymes and characters to use; 
''A cat .came fiddling out of a barn" 
"Hey,,diddle, diddle" 
"Hickory, dickory, dock" 
''Jack and Jill" 
"Little Bo-peep" 
"Little Boy Blue" 
"Old King Cole 11 
11Riae a c ock-hbrse to Banbury Cross 11 
"Simple Simon'' 
"Solomon Grundy" 
"There was a crooked man" 
"There was an old woman who lived in a shoe" 
"This is the house that Jack built" 
"w~e, Willie Winkle" 
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A.MorHER GO~.GAME 
Choose one child. to turn the "wheel" to a place where the 
name of a Mother Goose animal appeal's •. The child calls: on some 
member of the class or group to recite a rhyme about the animal •. 
If the child can give a rhyme,. he is "it,'! but if he can not think 
of a rhyme,. another child is chosen •. 
The rhymes may be found in many books •. My suggestion;, 
Johnson, Edna, Evelyn R. Sickels, Frances .J •. Sayers •. Anth'ology 
of Q.hildren;' s Literatut'e. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, I95.9. 
"A cat came fiddlin I out of a barn1' 
"A farmer went trotting upon h1s grey horse" 
"Barber, barber, shave a pig" 
11 Cushy cow.* bonny, let down thy milku 
"Goosey, Goosey, gander" 
11Gray goose and gander" 
"Hark •. hark, thb doge do bark" 
' 11 I had a little pony" 
' 
"Mary had a 11 ttle lamb'' 
"Pussy-cat, pussy-cat" 
"Ride a cock-horse to Banbury Croes" 
"This little pig went to market" 
"To market, to market, to buy a fat pig" 
"Tom,,Tom, the piper's son" 
,_-
( 
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CHOOSE A MITTEN 
Cut "pairs or mi ttena II from various aolbrs · or aonstru.ction, 
paper •. Uae two names from one nursery rhyqe and put one of the naaea 
. on_each cuff cr,t a tfpair of mittens'! •. Use the mittens when ahlldren 
need to choose partners for games-..The children oan.matah the na11CEE 
on the cuffs or tiny tots can ma;tch the colors. Childre:a,ahooseditferent 
partners each t.1me ,and the shy ones become a part of the game •. 
Here are some suggestionaJ; 
"Baa, baa, black sheep" 
"Little Miss Muffet" 
"Little Betty Blue" 
"Little To-y Tucker" 
"Little Boy Bluett 
"Jack and Jill 11 
"Little Jack Horner" 
"Georgey, Porgey, pudding and pie" 
"Jack,Spratt" 
"Solomon Grundy" 
"Lucy Locket lost her pocket" 
"Poor old Robinson.Crusoe" 
"Old.King Cole" 
" i " Simple Simon met a p eman 
"Little Nancy Etticoat" 
"Old Mistress MoShutt le'' 
MYTHOLOGY·, 
LEGENDS 
AND 
FABLES 
MYTHOLCGY, LEGENDS AND FABLES 
Mythology, legends and fables are a part of the oldest forms 
of literature. Many of them are valuable for children, and most 
children,enJoy reading such· stories. 
Mythology should have a place in chlldren's literature. Myths 
are especially associated with religious rites and beliefs~ Myths 
are stories which clearly expose the secret motives and impulses 
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that determine human action. Myths explain some belief, practice, 
1nst~1tution or na.tura.l phenowenon. Myths are beautiful trutlis 
clothed in fancy. Their histor1ca.l background is ·a mystery. Chtldren 
are not~. expected to interpret myth's .• They shbuld be presented fo:ir 
the same reason that a plctuve is presented. 
The myths of the Greeks,, the Noraeqi~n and the Indians stiinu.late 
the child's imagination with fasoinating storiies.,. 
The myths form an interesting background for science and nature 
study. Introduce th'e myths to ch1ldren by starting with tlie worla 
of natu?Pe whlch tlie ch'ild knows, and th·rough the use of good stories 
appeal to th'eir imaginations. Children observe, read, write and 
talk about the sun, th'e moon, th'e wind, the trees, the flowers and 
the birds. Myths, songs, poems and pictures tend to stiamla.te thl" 
child's interest in and observation or nature. 
The myths also furnish an interesting introduction to the gaog-
raphy and history of the people of ancient times. Through stories, 
children learn about the character and customs of the people and 
the social life of the period and the kinds of animals the people 
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domesticated. Children \earn ~bout people's occupations, tHeir ways 
of transportation and travel, \he ideals and virtues they admired, 
the1~ fears Jf the forces of nature, the quality of personality and 
physical being in their gods and goddesses and the mysteries. ;)f 
life and death'. 
Among ~11 mythologies which have influenced the arts, class-
ical·mythology has been especially important. Evidence of the influ-
ence of mythology can be seen in many works of art. The Pantheon, 
1n Rome, is the temple of all the gods. The Greel-1 -Parthenon horrors 
Athena, the Goddess of Wisdom. The British Museum has exquisite 
Elgin marbles, which depict stories of Greek gods and heroes. Many 
painters use myths as themes for their work. Much grand opera had 
its origin ir. mythology. When children visit an art gallery or a 
museum,, they see that some of the most valuable paintings I tapestr~es 
and sculpture in the world depend for their appreciation upon an 
understan.ding of the characters and episodes in mythology. 
All myths, however are not good 11 terature for ch'ildren. Tli~y 
come from a plane·of ethics much lower than our oWR. Myttis th:at 
tell stories of dramatic force and that have sound ethical. valu.es • 
should be the ones selected for children.la literature. They sh:oul.d 
be .the ones'.0 most familiar in literary allusionssand the ones· along 
the lines of the children's interests and understanding. 
The value of mythological stories can not be over estimated 1n 
offering answers to the child, a stimulus and incentive for reading 
and appreciating the beet in art. literature and music. 
Mythology can be meaningful to children if th~y use it in th~ir 
other subjects. Games, such as discus throwing, had their or1ginE 
in mythblogy. Names of flowers too, came from mythical character's 
names. Many legends explain customs and answer many question~ of 
childrem. 
Waye of intergrating mythology , legends and fables witl. 
games and other activities, should inspire the childrei to read more 
literature of this type ~nd use this literature in a meaningful way. 
Myths and legends are similar. Legends are stories coming down 
from the ,pa.st, especially the ones taken as historical though not. 
verifiable. The.lives of many eainta may become legends,. Every 
country has its share of legends and myths. They are usually stories 
of life, saints or heroes, or they may be in collections of stori•s. 
Legends were familiar to rich and poor previous to the invent-
ion of printing. Bards, scalds I troubadoures, minstrels i'a:nd minne-
singers, ,who wandered from place to place in the Dark Ages, related 
or recited the tales and legends to all they met, in castle, inn 
or cottage. 
Legends and folk tales and fables are very similar to one another. 
Fables may be stories of supernatural happenings, as in legends. 
A fable may be,a. fictious narrative or it may be a narration en-
forcing some useful truth; especially one in which animals speak. 
Animals act 11ko human beings in some fables. 

CHRISTMAS ::.BELLS 
The branches f! of ho1ly:ywere uaed J.rt 
all--ChrJ.atmas chunch' servJ.c.\es 1m Eng"'"-
l&Dd •. Eaah~member ~q~t a qapr.1.g ot tWe 
noll}'yl\ome wlth,._~T; . to .ihang:, 1?1:' t.iwttY 
winithft'. The-~ holly::., 1\:. was gene!'adl:,y 
b1e 11•uc1,. , was particularlj·rhat.'Bf!uil. ~ to . ) 
all wt;tch&ai. 
LEGENDS AND GREETING CARDS 
Christmas legends become more maan1ngtul to children, it 
t,he children use the legends for the insides of the greeting cards. 
_The cards may be any size, shape or color. Scraps of paper• picturec.,, 
ee1aacrs and some paste are the only materials ·needed. Ask the ch1ld-
ren to read a few· 'Short Christmas legend.a:. The child uses imaginat-
ion in.creating his or her own greeting cards and writes the legend 
inside the card inr'hls or her own w11.1rds •. 
Suggested sourcess 
Graham, E •• Welcome Christmas. New York: Dodge, I923. 
"Opening the Christmas Stocking11 -----------------------IIo· 
"The Christmas Stocking"-------------------------------... 90 
"Th' .,..,, '' ~g e·~vergreens -~--~------------~~-~----------~-----~~~ J, 
' 
.. The Stocking's Story"------------.. ------------------... -I43 
Crippen. T. G •• Christmas and Christmas Lore •. New Yorks Dutton, !932 •. 
"Christmas Bells~·-·---- - -- ... --------------~ ... -.:·'."··-------------.-68-..... 
"Christmas Candles"--------------~----~--~--~-.----~w•--II4 
"The Christmas Tree"-----------------------------------150 
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NATURE, SKY AND EARTH 
Stories about nature, the sky and the earth are very inter--
eating to children. They are full of mystery. The creatures of 
these places are fascinating to the child. The desire and need 
to know surely, accurately and precisely is one of the basic hun-
gers of children which books can satisfy directly. 
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The mysterious sounds of nature helped to swell the long lines 
of unexplained creatures, created by the imagination of man cen-
turies ago. If we stop to listen to the sounds of the night, or 
the storm or the sounds of water running over rocks, we can under-
stand how our ancestors imagined strange creatures in this mysterious 
world. 
Moonlight played strange tricks with the vision of the people, 
who wandered at night. They saw strange creatures and objects a--
round them. These unexplained "visions" woven with imagination, 
produced some of the beautiful tales of nature. 
The seasons, day and night, storms, rainbows and many other 
occurrences of the sky, earth and nature, make beautiful settings 
for children's stories to-day. Children enjoy reading the new 
scientific theories that explain some of the beautiful and exci-
ting events of nature. Most children still enjoy reading some of 
the old tales, which tried to explain the unknown world. 
The way to enable a child to understand the instrumental 
value of scientific literature ls not to lecture him upon the 
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benefits it will be to him in some remote and uncertain future, 
but to let him discover that success in learning facts he is in-
terested in depends on hie ability to use literature in meaning-
ful ways. Education is not,a means to living, but is identical 
with the operation of living a life whic~ is fruitful and inher-
ently significant. Reading is a basic requirement for all education •. 
Children have always been curious about nature a.nd the universe. 
It is necessary for the child to build up his notion of a space 
world by persistent efforts of the same sort that he must use in 
making for himself a world whose parts are arranged according to 
a time order. Children must read and gain their information and 
knowledge from the experiments of others. 
In all of this we must remember that no mat-
ter what things are a.bout him, nor what his-
torical faets have preceded him, nor how 
widely the universe stretches out before the 
gaze of those who have already constructed a 
well-ordered image of it, that none of these 
things will avail him at all until he himself 
has experienced them. If in any single case 
the learner fails to experience the thing 
which it sets before him ~s needful for him 1 
to know, the instruction has been a failure. 
Books and literature contain the greatest sources of infor-
mation and pictures about the universe and all that comprlses it. 
The books for the primary-grade children are ideally written in 
language and illustrated with pictures that the children can un-
derstand. Microscopes are used by children to-day to view insects 
and minute creatures they read about in books. Telescopes, when 
------~~~---~-~~~-~---------~---~-----------------------------1 
Earnest C. Moore, !!h!1 is EducRtlon? (Boston, 1915), p. 122. 
available, give children a first-hand view of the planets, moons 
and stars. Scientific literature introduced to prlmary-gr3da 
children will interest some of the children more than other~. 
Ths children who are interested in ~ci?noe may be =otivated to 
further research. Most children enjoy exploring nature and read-
ing stories about it. 
Many·peculiarities of insects and birds fascinate children. 
Some creatures of nature seem to have almost huaan characteristics 
about them. They all play a vital part in the life of man to-day. 
Children who read about insects are seldom afraid of them; yet 
children learn to use caution when they approach insects. 
To children, beautiful butterflies are more than insects, 
Each butterfly is a will-o' -the-wisp spirit,of sunshine; a but-
terfly is beauty of color and :not ion put together in one de light-
-
fully formed creature. Seeing a lovely winged butterfly emerge 
from something drab and ugly is like seeing a fairy tale come 
true for children. 
The scientific literature in books to-day emphasizes the 
need of understanding the world in which we live. It is wise 
and important to widen the scope of facts for children and in 
some minds replace through wholesome imagination some of the 
false ideas children have received. It is true that materials 
to develop and kindle the child's imagination should be presented 
to make subjects new, fresh and 1~terest1ng to the child, but 
more mere facts should be presented as the child matures. 
Most children enjoy reading about the sun, birds, trees, 
moon, flowers and the wind. Songs, poems and pictures inter-
woven with beautiful stories tend to stimulate the child's 
interest, thinking and observations •. 
These scientific nature stories have been discussed in 
other sections •. 
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A SPRING POSTER 
Children enjoy taking fiela trips in the spring. Ask the chilc-
ren .to read books about spring and especially about changes that 
take place in nature in·. the spring. 
Flowers are signs of spring, and the children enjoy looking for 
flowers, after the children see the pictures of flowers and discuss 
them •. Ask the children to find pictures of flowers and bring them 
to class for a spring poster. If the child 1s old enough, he might 
want to make a brief oral report about the flower picture he wants 
to add to the poster. (A large bulletin board may be needed for a 
large class) ~· 
Many.timea•the real tlowera may be round and the ch1ldren,learn· 
to recognize t~em through experience •. 
When it raina, discuss the flowers and the origi~ .. ot some: 
flowers:, ,according to mythology and legends., 
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BULLETIN BOARD 
SHOWERS OF NEW I960 BOOKS 
Each spring brings showers and, .also, showers of new Jooks. 
Make a bulletin board display and ask the children to read stor1et., 
just published, and print the t1tle.Gn a "drop" and add it to the 
"shower" of new pooks on the marltet t,~ay-
Separate bulletin boa!!da for""'be>ys and girls .might 1nt.roduoe 
the "compet1t1ve" spirit and create a desiro to reacl more nav 
books. Children enjoy making the"dropa" f'rom various eolors.;c>f 
paper, since the ~ainbow Le of several e8lors. 
If the boys and girls are competing, uet a .date to count the· 
"drops" and decide which sex is.the winner and has read the moat new 
books. 
Children should feel free to choose '-,the :new- i.Juv•a t.hey . want. 
to read •. 
( 
LEAVES FROM ·rHE BOOKS OF KNOWLZDG:E; 
October is a good month to ask each child to read a book 
about some subject he or she is interested in. Use scraps of 
·paper to cut various types of leaves in fall colors. After the 
child has read a book, ask him to print the title on a leaf and 
tack the leaf to the bulletin board. If ti~e permits, ask each 
child to make a brief oral report. 
Some sugg~eted books; 
Barker, Melvern. 1i<2.'1 Little ~~ G:r.9..1!• New York: Lippincott, I9S5 •. 
Bradley, Duane. Gm and t~~ Jet Engine. New Yorkf Lip:::,incott, :1 q57 •. 
Brown, Margaret. l\1heel . .QI! the Chimney. New '.tork: Lippincott, I959 •. 
Cl k h . I ·.,r ••• +'-,·. t ·.t . y k 'Tik" T060 ar , ;1.nn. _r! ~ dOv •• er. 8 ,,OUEl·"! •• ,ew _ Or .. 1 , .. .i.ng, ... _ .. • 
Coy, Harold. 1:_he First Book of Presid~nts. ~~w Yorki Watts, I959. 
Fish, Helen. When the Root Q.hildren Wake 1!.:Q.. Nfrn vork: Lip,;,incott,I94I •. 
Fisher, L.E. The First Book of the Constitution. New York:Watt, !958. 
Grider, Dorothy. hck and F'orth. :,r, r:i:rks Llp:::,incott, I955. 
Lan.bert, d:mily W. Th~ ,·hn ',iho :Crew 8ats. ~eH Corln Harper, 195~·. 
McCaffery, · i il liam. How Io Watch a Parade. New {orks Harper, I957 • 
.fold.ti, Leo.The Mission Bell.New York: Scribner, .I958 •. 
Watson, Jane. rhis !,Orld of Ours. New York: Golden Press, I960. 
Zolotow~ Charlotte. rhe Storm Book. New Yorki Harper, !953. 
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NONSENSE, .FOLK TALES AND HUMOR 
Children enjoy the books of nonsense, folk talcs and humor. 
Children adore the whimsy and the grotesque quality, the magic 
and the simplicity of these stories. Since children do not have 
the adult's knowledge of science and philosophy, the children 
enjoy the beauty and goodness which is real to them. 
It is good for people to laugh. A hearty laugh ca.n release 
the tensions and stored anxieties of human beings. Nonsense pro-
vokes laughter, especially in children. 
"'?he therapeutic value of laughter should !{eep us searching 
for the occasional nonsense verse th.at relieves the boredom 
and tensions of everyday life and tickles us into an easier 
1 
and more a.omfortable frame of mind. 11 · 
The meaningless content of the nonsense verse can provide an 
"~scape" from the weight of the realistic and the reasonable. The 
world of nonsense is a gay·, happy place where the consequences of 
behavior are not considered. Nonsense provides for the young 
child an innocent and enJoyable means of releasing its emotions 
through laughter. 
Humorous nonsense verse, if well written, can be used to 
introduce children to rhythm, meter, rhyme and many different kinds 
of verse patterns. Since most children enjoy the sounds and rhythm 
of nonsense verse, they soon learn to enjoy the sounds and rhythm 
-~~------~-~--~-----~---~--~-------~----~---~~-~~----~~~~-----~ 
1 
May Hill Arbuthnot, Children and Books (Chicago, 1957), n. 104. 
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of music. Children enJoy nonsense verses because the children 
understand. the verses and a.ppreciat~ them. 
Introduce the young children to poetry thr::ugh tli.9 medium Jf 
the nonsense verses, and the children respond m~re quickly. Ct~'. 1-
ren find humclrous nonsense verses easy to listen to, easy to rnern..;;c-
ize and easy to repeat. The "_peculiar'' or 11 que.sr0 aspect::: .:;f pJ;1try 
become obscure as the child :natures, after they are introduot:d L,. 
po~try through the humorous nonsense verses. 
"Adults should search diligently for the 'Jewel of great 
stories or old tales which appeal to those interests 0f great~st 
worth to the child and to society- stories clothed ln langua 
which will stir the child's present. literary senae, whil.6 .3t:1;·t'°-
ing it on its upward way to litarary creations cf a. hlgh;.;r crd<n'. I'! 
As to our next category, folk tales, no one knows when or 
where folk tales began. They·started long before there was a 
wr.itten language. Ancient people gathered around their camp-fires 
to praise their heroes, to share their joys and sorrows, and per-
haps, to wonder aloud about the things they did not understand. 
From the casual folk talk grew the folk tales. The tales were 
kept alive by poet-story tellers or singers, who wove them into 
verses or chants. Since the story-teller traveled from place to 
place, the folk tales also "traveled" to :nany parts of the 
world. 
2 
Mlram B. Huber, Sto!:J: and Verse for Children {New York, 1959),,p.9. 
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After the invention of the printing press, these songs and 
stories were collected and written down. Since folk tales are 
the creations of many people, these stories do not have a single 
author. Many of the old folk tales are a part of children's lit-
erature, and they are excellent example of ancient literature for 
children. 
Old folk tales are important in children's literature be-
cause of their unique construction. Common characters are trans-
formed into heroes in the tales. Justice and right always win, 
and there are no confused issues remaining unsolved when the tales 
·are finished, The tales are free of sentimentality and artificiality. 
Certain Old World stories or tales have appeared in various 
forms in many different nations. Most of the storiies bear some 
resemblances to the same sources and show the same great interest of 
the primitive people in rhyme and repetition. Most of the old folk 
tales attribute human powers to the animal world. 
"Perhaps the moot interasting of the t!:iles a.re those of The 
~ Bus.§., The Nutcrackers and Sugar-Dolly cycles, which were ob-
3 
tained from trans lat ions of old German house tales. 11 · Th!. Three 
Men of Gotham was taken from a cycle of old English tales. The 
cycles were complete series of -ooems and romances which narrated 
the exploits of a hero and his followers and built up a body of 
legends about him as the main character. Some cycles were groups 
of poems or songs on the s~me theme. 
-----------------------·-----------------------------~-~-~--~-
3 
Carolyn Bailey, Firelight Stories (Boston, 1924), p. 9. 
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The accounts and 1llustrat1ons of anci~nt beliefs and customs 
that com~ down to the present-day in folk tale! are a child's firct 
introduction to comparative religion. ·rhe attitude of most childrer. 
toward the universe and the Force and Authority which' regulates 1t 
is a blend of curiousity, open-mindedness and genuine wonder •. 
Many writers reasoned th~t the child'~ sense of curtoue1ty ~"< ~.,.,, -~ ' .& f, >.-'II 
wonder was a precious possession that should be satisfied by liter-
ature which started from the same sense of wonder and anx1ety •. rhe 
collectors of folk tales realized that in many stories, .or folk t~l~s,. 
there were elements that were not suitable for children's books •. 
These people believed that the unsuit~ble parts could be omitted or 
changed without changing the original story or losing the folk tale 
quality •. Collections of folk tales for children have increased ,, 
until to-day, .they represent most of the countries of the world •. 
Children should read some folk tale bool:s II just for fun.'! Thee 
ch1ld can diseover witchery and magic in many stories,'.that the adult 
does not understand •. Adults should not try to judge these worksi •. Most 
children can read "funny'' boolcs and experience enjoyment and interest. 
Books of .. nonsense and humor tend to stimulate thought and re-
lease the child's imagination. They may deepen the child's sense of 
beauty, ,pleasure and enjoyment •. Books~of nonsense, ,folk tales and 
humor are often potent in rousing the child' c imagination;.,and 
through c9.reful instructions of varying kinds by a teacher, attrac-
tive and creative work may be achieved by children. 
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NONSENSE DISPLAY 
Young ch1ldren enjoy "creating''their own pictures for some 
of the nonsense rhymes and other verses~. Give the child, some 
scrape of paper, pieces or pipe-cleaners., paste and a sheet of paper.., 
(any size suitable for the picture ) 
Encourage the child to use his or her own·imagination and 
creative ability in producing a picture to express their own: 
ideas about any rhyme or verse they enjoy. 
After the child has created a "picture ," ask the child to ex= 
plain,.h1s or her picture and tell why they decided to make the picture 
they made. The adult should always ask the child to explain the 
picture because the adult does not put the same interpretation on 
pictures th~t children make as the children-~o •. 
The "pictures'' should always be displayed so other children· 
can share the picture and aleo,.eo the child will see its work re-
cognized. 
There are many short rhymes. verses and funny stories and plcturt,s 
for children to find in books~ Ask them to look for the materiala: 
and choose the one they enjoy most to illustrate in their picture •. 
:rOLLOW THI: DIUOTIOU:' 
(aouro• unknewnJ 
THff MAD THI: NUMBD SIX OCIIPI&TB • . 
THE NUMBER El&Vi:N ·1s THEN COM7I&T:S • • 
WH&li" "I• WITH •rt DOl'H "MEET IN· LID, , 
THEN '1'IS THEY TWO O.AN MAD JUST ~N!D;. 
AND 'WHEN THAT •x• ''FROM "I• ' IS GONE 
. ' 
POOR "I11 CAN MAKE BUT ONL. 
,• 
l'OLLOW THB DJ:RE0'1'I<Jm-( 1ource unlcnewaJ 
AND ·A OIROI& OOMPLBTlii; ; 
AND LKT •TWO S.IMI-GIROLU 
ON 'A PBRPENDIOULAR MDT;. 
THAT ·STANDS C!i 'TWO 'FD'?;. 
THEN TWO 8DI-OIRCI&S:· 
ARD ,A OIROL& OCMPLKT.s • .1' 
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POETRY, SEASONS AND THE BIBLE 
Poetry must be carefully selected and appropriately presented 
to children if they are to learn to enjoy it •. Since poetry is more 
difficult to read than prose, because of its line scheme and fre-
quently inverted phrases and sentences, poetry, to be understood 
and enjoyed by children, should not be above their level of develop-
ment. Many children enjoy listening to poetry being read aloud bt:lt 
do not enjoy it when they attempt to read it themselves. This is 
sometimes due to reading difficulties experienced by the child. 
Every child should be allowed to sample and explore the various 
types of poetry suitable for his age level, and then he should be. 
permitted to reject what he does not like •. Most children like the 
singing quality, .the sensory content and the narrative or story in 
the poems. The reader should emphasize these qualities in any poem 
read aloud •. 
Many children enjoy listening to Edmund Spenser's poems.cbeing: 
read. "His delicious·diction transports us to a fairy region whose 
inhabitante,.we may imagine, eat cake instead of bread, and the 
I 
language of the streets is not for such>unearthly beings •. " Little 
children prefer narrative poems with strongly marked rhythms,,and 
some of Spenser's poems have these qualities •. 
I 
It is never to soon to start to read poetry to young children •. 
------- --·~·---
George H •. Palmer, .Formative TI.:Q!s in Eng~~ah Poetrr 
(Boston~.I9I8"', p~77. 
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Adults should try to create an interest in the beauty of poetry. If 
poetry is a part of one's own inner resources, it should be shared 
with others. Though some children will not respond to poetry, because 
of a lack of perception and understanding, it is a pity to leave 
out of any child's experiences the opportunity to discover what de-
light and comfort and pleasure poetry can give. Some poetry will 
bring delight and memories to the child of familiar sights and sounds 
and experiences, so that the poems become subconsciously a part of 
all pleasures in familiar things. Some poems bring revelation of 
their meanings in the beauty of their words and music, and will con-
vey into the mind thoughts, visions and experiences. With' every poem 
that sparks a response in.a child, ,the reader comes closer to having 
and keeping the rich resources that poetry provides. The imagination 
and creative abilities of the child are sometimes stimulated by 
certain types of poetry •. 
There is a wonderful persuasive quality in the nonsense of the 
nursery rhymes,, which have their place in children's literature. !'The 
nursery rhymes are alive and sparkling,,not by grace of the printed 
page, but because they come by human speech, ,passed along from one 
2 generation to another ,a sort of daisy-chain linking the human family • .'' 
The characters in many Mother ~qose rhymes can divert the attent-
ion of a rebellious little individual from destructive activity;. 
while frustrated energy turns-eagerly and positively to the enjoy-
ment of droll situations and dramatic happenings., 
-------- - ---- -- . 2 
Annis Duff, ,Lo~~r Fl!gh~(New York,I955),p.62 •. 
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'The nursery rhyme has been discussed at length in the section 
about Moth~~ G~o~~ and the fairy tales and nonsense verses •. These 
forms of poetry are especially enjoyable for the younger children-.. 
They offer a pleasant way of introducing more mature poetry to the 
older child after he has outgrown the nursery. 
The_ seasons -were included in this section because they are so_ 
I important in: every child's life •. Mention of them was made in th'e 
sect ion on nature, sky and earth-.. In this section. they are import_-
ant for the various holidays each season brings. Holidays mean more 
reading and stories, and they offer excellent opportunities for 
-
introducing children to literature •. Old literature and new play 
their parts-in children learning about holidays. 
The seasons and holidays affect many stories regardless if 
they are animal,adventure,.regional,.foreign, legendary :,r just good 
mystery stories. 0hildren enjoy following the seasons with displays 
on their bulletin boards •. These displays can be from stories they 
read and enjoyed enough to share the story. with· their friends~ The __ 
children enjoy making calendars·; giving puppet shows; making greet,.. 
ing cards for their friends; sharing their stories by oral reports 
or putting on programs- ror one or more of the special holidays. 
Children can share their stories by flannel-board illustrations;;, 
games and dramatizations. 
Children want to read books when they can share with others and 
perhaps gain recognition from the adults. Ther& are many forms of 
activities that can be used to motivate children to read more books. 
Children are usually eager to read good books to learn more about 
the "special days" of each season. 
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The Bibl~, the last item mentioned in this last section, was 
placed here also for a reason. One reason is that the Bible contains 
a sample of every type of literature. These samples include love 
stories, allegories, animal stories and many other types. Prose, 
verse and songs are all included in the Bible. 
It is true, the Bible is not just a child's book, but it is a 
book for the child to grow up with. Child growth is a cumulative 
process, and happy acquaintance with those parts·of the ~ibl! that 
make direct appeal to young intelligence and imagination first is 
often the core for delight and understanding in the later years of 
maturity. 11 Sometimes a feeling of traditional obligation to in-
calcate Bible learning in the young has crowded out the gentler con-
siderations of what a child is capable of understanding, ~nd of what 
the effect upon him will be, if he is subjected too early to too 
3 
great demands on his attention." "Overconscientious purpose has 
4 
a way or defeating its own ends." Sunday-School teachers who 
"teach'' the Bible soberly, unmoved by excitement or curiosity , fix 
an impression of impenetrableness about the entire book. 
Children can find the Bible a vital,personal source of rich 
pleasures and satisfying wisdom. The "Psalms" are beautiful lit-
erature to most children. From the "~salms," it is a easy move on 
to other poetry. 
3 -------------- ·- -----------
Ibid., p.I23. 
4 
J..E.M.., p.I24. 
TO 
MISS ' 
~ J 
VAl,KNll'DfL 
D.1ii~1 
A PAGE OF VALENTINES FOR THE SCRAPBOOK 
VAL.i£NTINE DAY 
Written by Esther M. Schnenk 
Pictures by George D. Armstrong Jr. 
Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan 
Copyright: 1956. 
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V~!~ntin~ Day is a short story about several little children 
at school who asked their teacher, Miss Ball, if she would help 
them make some Valentines. She said they could make Valentines 
the next day, and all of the children brought paper and pictures 
to use for their project. When the Valentines were finished, the 
children had a post-office in their ~chool and a postman, to dis-
tribute the Valentines. Some of the children made envelopes and 
stamps for their Valentines, so they would look like real letters. 
The children and Miss Ball enjoyed their Valentine DE!Y very much. 
(Since children enjoy seeing their work displayed, tack the 
Valentines to the bulletin board for a few days.) 

6li 
CALENDAR FOR OCTOBER-
Place a calendar ( any month'} near the bottom of a large piece 
of construction paper. Give the children large scraps of colored· 
paper and·ask them to make a "scrap paper picture" for the top 
or the calendar •. The pumpkin face with the green hat is a suggestion 
for the month or October •. 
When children raad books._. they see many. pictures in, the books., 
that th~y c~~-imitate w1th'scraps cf paper. Picture-bookc have: 
many pictures that the pre-school child can recroate with· scraps,,or 
paper. and some paste. 
The teacher or adult may find several pictures that are art1at1~ 
enough to be used above the calendar •. ~a.ch ''good" picture should: 
be used for a few days. ~1nce children want to be praised for their 
creative ability, they will try to do th~ best they are capabl~ of 
doing if they see their work displayed •. 
OLD THANKSGIVING STORIES 
The suggested old Thanksgiving stories are s~ort but ver7 
1nteresting • . The adult may read them or tell them to ch1ldren 
aak the children to look in old magazihea tor pictures 
the stories •. Ask each chlld tO )VOlunteer to bring one picture 
story. Display the pictures with a card giving story title bene 
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OLD THANKSGIVING STORIES 
The Thanksgiving stories listed below, "are a select collection 
of children's stories closely connected with our American festival.n · 
"The Kingdom of the Greedy.n By P. J. Stahl------------------3 
"The First Thanksgiving." By A. F. Blaisdell and F. K. Ball--67 
"Wishbone Valley." By R. K. Munkittrick----------------------106 
.. Miss November's Dinner Party." By Ae;nes Carr----------------129 
"The Visit." By Maude Lindsay-------------------------------·137 
"A Thanksgiving Story." BJ Miss L.B. Pingree----------------157 
0 The White Turkey's Wing." By Sophie Swet--------------------181 
"The Thanksgiving Goose." By Fannie Wilder Brown-------------198 
"A Novel Postman. tt 'By Alice Wheildon------------------------209 
"Chip's Thanksgiving." 1By Annie Hamilton Dopnell----------·--232 
0 A Thanksgiving Dinner. "·-By Edna Payson Brett----------------248 
"Two Old Boys." By Pauline Schackleford------~---------------254 
"A It . 8"> Mystery in the Kitchen. By Olive Thorne Miller-----------2 ~ 
"Who Ate the Dolly'o Dinner?""By Isabel G. Curtis------------296 
------~-----~-------------------~---~------------~-~------~-~ 
Asa D •. Dickinson, editor. The Children's Book of Thanksgiving Stories. 
New York: Doubleday, Page and Company,-r§'I5-;-
THE FIR Tail 
--ay-
H1'.NS CHRISTIANi ANDERSi.N · 
A CHRISTMAS FAIRY 
- B~ 
JOHN STRANGR .WINTER ~ 
THE BIKD~S CHRISTMAS 
- BY 
F • . E. MANN 
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OLD CHRISTMAS STORIES 
This list of old Christmas stories may be found in "a select 
1 
collection of children's Christmas stories in one volume." 
"The Fir Tree." By Hans Christian Andersen------------------6 
"tittle Girl's Christmas." By Winnifred E. Lincoln----------48 
"Toinette and the Elves." By Susan Coolidge----------------68 
"Jimmy Scarecrow's Christma.s. 111 By Mary E. Wilkins Freernan---103 
"The Bird's Christmas" (founded on fact). By F. E. Mann-----120 
"A Christmas Star." By Katherine Pyle-----------------------158 
"The Golden Cobwebs." By Sara Cone Bryant-------------------193 
"Christmas in the Barn." By F. Arnstein---------------------211 
"The First Christmas-Tree." By Lucy Wheelock----------------230 
"The Cratchits' Chr.i.stmas Dinner.'' By Charles Dickens-------242 
"Christmas Under the Snow. 11 By Olive Thorn Miller-----------261 
"A Christmas Fairy." By John Strange Winter-----------------297 
"Little Gretchen and the Wooden Shoe. 11 By E. Harr1son-------316 
------~------~~----------------~-------~--------~-----~----~-1 
Asa D. Dickinson, editor) The Children's Book of Christ~a~ Stor1's. 
(New York, 1921) •. 
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